Invoking Infinite Light into World Conditions
In the name of the unconditional love of the
Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Mother
of Light, Amen.
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus
Christ, I dedicate this invocation to the manifestation of the perfect vision of Christ in . . .
(insert personal prayer here).
Lordʼs Prayer of Light
My Father, who is beyond Heaven, I honor
your Presence of Infinite Light, of undifferentiated light, of formless light. I acknowledge the
Presence of Light that has no opposite, and I
honor light as a pure concept, as a conscious
Being of Light.
My Father, who is my Creator, I honor your
gift of life and self-awareness. I say with you,
“Let there be light in all aspects of my being,
mind, body and life!” And I accept that there IS
light and only light.
I acknowledge that I live in a world that
forms the Omega polarity to the Alpha polarity
of my Father’s light. I acknowledge that everything in the world of form is created from the
Ma-ter light. I acknowledge that the Ma-ter
light is created from, is drawn out of, the Presence of Infinite Light. Therefore, that very
Mother light has God’s Being embedded within
it, and it has the potential to attain selfawareness and outpicture the perfection of
God.
I acknowledge that I came here to be a cocreator with my God, and I am a self-conscious
being, created under the lineage of my Creator.
I vow to fill this role by taking dominion over
my own body, mind and soul and allowing the
Light of God to stream through my being. I am
the open door for a stream of God’s light that
will awaken the Ma-ter light. I will multiply
and take dominion until the kingdom of God is
materialized on Earth.

I take dominion over Mother Earth
1. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all energy vortexes of ignorance that
could cause earthquakes. My I AM Presence
works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion
over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to
materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now
and forever.
Hail Mother of Light
Hail Mary, Mother of Light,
I am in the world of Ma-ter Light,
yet my Being is of the spiritual Light.
I am the open door for God’s Light,
forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light,
that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light.
Holy Mary, Queen of Light,
I honor your pure Mother Light,
and see that matter is made from your Light.
I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light,
and as one we command the Ma-ter Light,
to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light.
2. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all energy vortexes of anger and hatred that could cause volcanic eruptions. My I
AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by
taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and
commanding it to materialize the perfect vision
of Christ, now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light
3. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all energy vortexes of pride that
could cause hurricanes and other violent winds.
My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work
by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and
commanding it to materialize the perfect vision
of Christ, now and forever.
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Hail Mary, Mother of Light,
I am in the world of Ma-ter Light,
yet my Being is of the spiritual Light.
I am the open door for God’s Light,
forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light,
that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light.

7. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all imbalances that could cause major
earth changes, such as the sinking of continents. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I
work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light
and commanding it to materialize the perfect
vision of Christ, now and forever.

Holy Mary, Queen of Light,
I honor your pure Mother Light,
and see that matter is made from your Light. Hail Mother of Light
I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light,
and as one we command the Ma-ter Light,
8. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all returning karma and energy vor4. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
texes that could cause major disturbances in the
has dominion over the Light substance that
magnetic field or a switching of the magnetic
makes up all energy vortexes of greed and envy poles. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I
that could cause flooding or drought. My I AM work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light
Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking and commanding it to materialize the perfect
dominion over this Ma-ter light and command- vision of Christ, now and forever.
ing it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ,
now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light
Hail Mother of Light

9. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
5. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
makes up all returning karma and energy vorhas dominion over the Light substance that
texes that cause the hole in the ozone layer and
makes up all energy vortexes of non-will and
might expose the Earth to destructive amounts
non-being that could cause extremely cold win- of cosmic radiation. My I AM Presence works
ters. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I
hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over
work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materiand commanding it to materialize the perfect
alize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forvision of Christ, now and forever.
ever.
Hail Mother of Light

Hail Mother of Light

6. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all imperfect energies and karma that
prevent a gradual righting of the Earth’s axis
without major earth changes. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding
it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ,
now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light

I am the open door
I AM a son/daughter of God, and at this very
moment I stand up to be counted as a cocreator with God on Earth. I hereby consciously choose to acknowledge the power of
my free will to choose light, to choose life, to
choose the perfection of God over the imperfection in this world. I choose to affirm that
nothing imperfect is real and that only God’s
light and God’s perfection is real and has permanence.
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Therefore, I affirm that within my heart is
the spark of God, the spark of light, that truly is
the open door that no human power can shut,
save my free will. I now choose to open that
door, and therefore I am the open door which
no human power, or any force of darkness, can
shut.
I hereby acknowledge my true individuality
as my I AM Presence, and I choose to let the
light of my Presence stream through me and
consume all unlike itself. I choose to be the
God Flame that I am in Heaven, manifest on
Earth as the fire that burned before Moses
when he ascended the mountain of God. I
choose to let that fire that I am bring forth the
true spiritual law that could not be given to
Moses because of the recalcitrance of humankind. I choose to be the open door for this true
spiritual law to now be brought down to the
physical octave on planet Earth.
I choose to be the open door for the Being
of the Presence of Infinite Light to stream forth
in the material universe and consume all imperfections and imbalances. I choose to be the
open door for envisioning the kingdom of God
on planet Earth. I call upon the Presence of Infinite Light to send the unstoppable, unconquerable Light of God to superimpose the perfect vision of God upon the Ma-ter substance
that makes up my own physical body, my soul
and mind, my outer circumstances and this
planet itself, from all aspects of human society
to Mother Nature.
I take dominion over all pollution
1. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all nuclear waste or radiation that
pollutes the Earth. My I AM Presence works
hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over
this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever.

Hail Mary, Mother of Light,
I am in the world of Ma-ter Light,
yet my Being is of the spiritual Light.
I am the open door for God’s Light,
forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light,
that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light.
Holy Mary, Queen of Light,
I honor your pure Mother Light,
and see that matter is made from your Light.
I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light,
and as one we command the Ma-ter Light,
to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light.
2. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all heavy metals that have found their
way into the food chain. My I AM Presence
works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion
over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to
materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now
and forever.
Hail Mother of Light
3. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all chemicals, known or unknown,
that affect both the environment and the food
chain. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I
work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light
and commanding it to materialize the perfect
vision of Christ, now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light
4. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up chemicals, known or unknown, that
affect the brain and nervous system of human
beings and tend to pacify us or paralyze our
spiritual faculties. My I AM Presence works
hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over
this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light
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5. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all oil that is polluting the oceans.
My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work
by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and
commanding it to materialize the perfect vision
of Christ, now and forever.

taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and
commanding it to materialize the perfect vision
of Christ, now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light

9. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
Hail Mary, Mother of Light,
makes up all substances polluting animal and
I am in the world of Ma-ter Light,
human bodies and creating genetic mutations
yet my Being is of the spiritual Light.
that might cause disease or destructive changes.
I am the open door for God’s Light,
My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work
forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light,
by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and
that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. commanding it to materialize the perfect vision
of Christ, now and forever.
Holy Mary, Queen of Light,
I honor your pure Mother Light,
Hail Mother of Light
and see that matter is made from your Light.
I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light,
I accept my Christ potential
and as one we command the Ma-ter Light,
to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. I choose to accept my Christ potential and I
vow to dedicate my life to putting on the mind
of Christ as quickly as possible. I vow that I
6. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
will never have any false gods before the true
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all man-made waste or chemicals that God in Heaven, represented to me by my own I
AM Presence. I vow that I will not take upon
is polluting the oceans. My I AM Presence
works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion myself any graven image in the form of an imperfect vision. And therefore I will not accept
over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to
any of the imperfect conditions on Earth as
materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now
permanent or real. I will see that beyond all
and forever.
imperfections is the Ma-ter light of God, and I
will hold the immaculate vision of God and see
Hail Mother of Light
that God’s vision is materialized because it is
superimposed upon the Ma-ter substance itself.
7. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
I therefore declare that as long as I AM in
has dominion over the Light substance that
the
world,
I AM the light of the world. I am
makes up all substances polluting the ground
here to take dominion over the Earth, multiply
and the ground water. My I AM Presence
works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion my divine individuality and the light given to
me by my I AM Presence. I vow to take dominover this Ma-ter light and commanding it to
ion over my soul and mind, my physical body,
materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now
my personal circumstances, my nation, human
and forever.
society and nature itself. I vow to accept only
the perfection of God, I vow to see only the
Hail Mother of Light
perfect vision of God, given to me through the
Christ mind. I vow to BE the flame of God,
8. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
consuming all unlike itself and I declare that I
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all substances polluting the air. My I am willing to start with myself and to allow the
flame of God that I am, anchored in my I AM
AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by
Presence, to consume all imperfections in my
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own consciousness, including the human ego
and the carnal mind. I am willing to let the
flame of God consume all imperfections in my
soul, my mind, my body and my life.
I vow to nevermore limit God’s ability to
work through me, and I vow to always affirm
the reality of the Living Christ within me and
my oneness with my Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. Therefore, I shall not deny my oneness
with my Master. And by affirming my oneness
with the Living Christ within me and with the
Living Christ within Jesus, I truly am the light
of the world. And through the power and
authority of the Christ within me, I therefore
say, “Let there be light and only light on planet
Earth. And there IS light. It is finished. Amen.”
I take dominion over all those who
cause pollution
1. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the entire consciousness that nature is
an enemy that human beings have a right to
conquer with force. My I AM Presence works
hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over
this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever.
Hail Mary, Mother of Light,
I am in the world of Ma-ter Light,
yet my Being is of the spiritual Light.
I am the open door for God’s Light,
forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light,
that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light.

Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking
dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ,
now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light
3. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the international power elite, who
seek to profit by creating wars and have no regard for the loss of human life or the effect on
nature. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and
I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter
light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light
4. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the consciousness that national security or short-term profit is more important than
the long-term consequences for the environment. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I
work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light
and commanding it to materialize the perfect
vision of Christ, now and forever.
Hail Mother of Light

5. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all smokescreens that seek to prevent
the exposure of how the power elite have manipulated our view of nature in order to control
us. Thus, both mainstream Christianity and maHoly Mary, Queen of Light,
terialism have been used to promote the lie that
I honor your pure Mother Light,
nature is our enemy. My I AM Presence works
and see that matter is made from your Light. hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over
I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materiand as one we command the Ma-ter Light,
alize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forto materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. ever.
2. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
Hail Mother of Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the entire military industrial complex
and its willingness to make a profit regardless
of the environmental consequences. My I AM
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6. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the consciousness that only looks at
short-term profit and has no respect for the
need to find sustainable ways to use the Earth’s
resources. My I AM Presence works hitherto,
and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter
light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever.

9. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the power elite that always seek a
monopoly and thus suppress any idea or invention that makes more just and efficient use of
resources or brings forth entirely new technology that cannot be monopolized. My I AM
Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking
dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ,
now and forever.

Hail Mary, Mother of Light,
I am in the world of Ma-ter Light,
yet my Being is of the spiritual Light.
Hail Mother of Light
I am the open door for God’s Light,
forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light,
that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. Awaken to the reality of Light
I affirm my oneness with the Presence of Infinite Light, and I say to all people, “Awaken to
Holy Mary, Queen of Light,
your original calling and your reason for being
I honor your pure Mother Light,
and see that matter is made from your Light. on this planet. I call you to see beyond your
I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, human egos, your dualistic beliefs and world
view. I call you to awaken and rise above your
and as one we command the Ma-ter Light,
to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. limited sense of identity. I call you to reconnect
with your true, divine individuality, so you can
rise to your God-given right to be the sons and
7. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
daughters of God in the Earth, to be the cohas dominion over the Light substance that
creators with God in the Earth. I call you to rise
makes up the consciousness that will rape a
country of its natural resources without having above your fears, your lack of worthiness, your
sense that you have no right to be here on Earth
it benefit the inhabitants of that country. My I
or to exercise your Christhood. I call you to
AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by
awaken and consciously make the decision to
taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and
commanding it to materialize the perfect vision take back your dominion over yourselves, and
then exercise that dominion of the self by takof Christ, now and forever.
ing dominion over the Earth.”
“I call you to come apart from the mass
Hail Mother of Light
consciousness, to be a separate and chosen
people who have elected to worship the one
8. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
true God who resides in the kingdom of God
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the power elite and the belief that an within you. I call you to be the open doors,
whereby the perfect vision of God can once
elite has the right to monopolize natural reagain be held in the conscious minds of the insources and take abundance from the populahabitants of the Earth. I call you to use the
tion. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I
work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light power of your attention and to let God’s vision
be superimposed upon matter itself, so that this
and commanding it to materialize the perfect
planet can shed the imperfect images that have
vision of Christ, now and forever.
been forced upon it for eons.”
“I call for the Earth to right itself on her
Hail Mother of Light
axis, to spin off all imperfections and to outpicture the perfection of God. I call forth the
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abundant life for all people on Earth. I call
forth God’s kingdom on Earth, as that kingdom
is already manifest in Heaven, in the form of a
perfect vision held in the minds of the Ascended Host.”
“I call people to awaken to their inner calling and remember that you volunteered to
come to Earth long ago to raise this planet and
its inhabitants out of the darkness and into the
light, the light of God. I call for the light of the
Father to stir the ocean of the Mother Light and
materialize God’s perfect vision in the Ma-ter
universe. Let there be Light on Earth. And
there IS Light!”

it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ,
now and forever.

I take dominion over all manipulation of
the environmental debate
1. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the power elite that wants to maintain
a monopoly on energy production and thus
seek to suppress technology which can give
free energy that does not pollute. My I AM
Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking
dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ,
now and forever.

Hail Mother of Light

Hail Mary, Mother of Light,
I am in the world of Ma-ter Light,
yet my Being is of the spiritual Light.
I am the open door for God’s Light,
forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light,
that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light.

Hail Mother of Light

Hail Mother of Light
3. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the power elite that have become rich
by polluting and who are now seeking to use
their own pollution to scare the population with
global warming. My I AM Presence works
hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over
this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever.

4. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all smokescreens that prevent the
people from seeing how the power elite creates
problems and then attempts to set themselves
up as the only ones who can solve the problems. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I
work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light
and commanding it to materialize the perfect
vision of Christ, now and forever.

5. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all smokescreens that prevent the
people from seeing who is manipulating the
debate around the environment and the use of
Holy Mary, Queen of Light,
resources. My I AM Presence works hitherto,
I honor your pure Mother Light,
and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter
and see that matter is made from your Light. light and commanding it to materialize the perI am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, fect vision of Christ, now and forever.
and as one we command the Ma-ter Light,
to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. Hail Mother of Light
2. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up all imbalances that cause climatic
disturbances and crop failures. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding
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6. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the smokescreen that prevents people
from seeing that the Earth has sufficient resources to give the abundant life to ten billion
people—if only they are distributed according
to the vision of Christ. My I AM Presence
works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion
over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to
materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now
and forever.

Hail Mother of Light
9. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
makes up the consciousness that prevents a
spiritual approach to our relationship with the
Earth Mother, so we will reconnect to our spiritual teachers and learn to work with the Earth
as our ally and friend. My I AM Presence
works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion
over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to
materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now
and forever.

Hail Mary, Mother of Light,
I am in the world of Ma-ter Light,
yet my Being is of the spiritual Light.
Hail Mother of Light
I am the open door for God’s Light,
forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light,
The Earth is the Lord’s and the fullness
that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. thereof. (3X) Amen.
Holy Mary, Queen of Light,
I honor your pure Mother Light,
and see that matter is made from your Light.
I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light,
and as one we command the Ma-ter Light,
to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light.

By the authority of the Christ Flame within me,
I declare that I and my I AM Presence are one
and that my God works hitherto and I work. I
now envision myself seated under the waterfall
of infinite light, streaming like a rushing, unstoppable force through my soul and mind. I
hear and feel the all-conquering power of this
7. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
light, and I accept that I am the open door for
has dominion over the Light substance that
the Presence of Infinite Light to step through
makes up the consciousness that prevents an
the veil on Earth. I use my conscious attention
increase in food production and a Christ-like
to direct this unstoppable force into the imperdistribution, so that starvation can be eradifect conditions of all returning karma and encated. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I ergy vortexes and transfigure them into the perwork by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light fect vision of Christ. With the all-power of the
and commanding it to materialize the perfect
waterfall of infinite light, I affirm:
vision of Christ, now and forever.
LET THERE BE LIGHT AND ONLY
Hail Mother of Light
LIGHT ON PLANET EARTH (9X). And
there IS light, now and forever. Amen.
8. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light
has dominion over the Light substance that
In the name of the unconditional love of the
makes up the consciousness that prevents the
Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Mother
development and Christlike distribution of re- of Light, Amen.
sources so that poverty can be eradicated. My I
AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by
taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and
commanding it to materialize the perfect vision
of Christ, now and forever.
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Sealing
I affirm that I am sealed in the miracle light of
the heart of Mother Mary. I accept and absorb
the gratitude of Mother Mary and the gratitude
of Heaven. I vow to BE here below, all that I
am Above, and I declare my oneness with my I
AM Presence, with the Ascended Host and
with the Presence of Infinite Light. In the name
of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, in
the name of the Mother of Light, the Queen of
Light, in the name of the Miracle Mother, I accept that I am sealed in the heart of Mother
Mary, now and forever. I accept that all people
are sealed in the heart of Mother Mary, now
and forever. I accept that the Earth is sealed in
the heart of Mother Mary, now and forever.
Amen.
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